Fantasy / Adventure Books - KS4
Title: The Dark Fire of Doom
Author: Peter Lancett
BL: 1.6
Dark Man must go into the
tunnels. He has to find the fire
that is a portal for demons and
put it out.

Title: The Lumberjanes
Authors: S. Watters, G. Ellis,
B. A. Allen and N. Stevenson
BL: 3.5
These comics follow a group of
friends at a summer camp,
where they encounter strange
creatures and alien forces.

Title: The Explorer
Author: Katherine Rundell
BL: 4.5
A plane crash over the jungle in
Brazil leaves four children
stranded. Now they must
struggle to survive and find their
way home.

Title: Children of Blood and
Bone
Author: Tomi Adeyemi
BL: 4.8
Zélie and her brother team up
with a princess on the run to
restore magic back to their land.

Title: Sleeping Beauty, Magic
Master
Author: Stephanie True Peters
BL: 2.7
A graphic novel about Princess
Aurora freeing everyone from the
sleeping spell.

Title: The Enemy
Author: Charlie Higson
BL: 4.1
In a world where everyone over 14
becomes a zombie, a group of kids
must battle it out.
Contains swearing, sexual
references, and violence.
Title: Aru shah and the End of
Time
Author: Roshani Chokshi
BL: 4.7
Aru Shah followed a dare to prove
an ancient lamp is cursed. She
didn’t mean to unleash an ancient
demon, who now is threatening the
world...
Title: Howl’s Moving Castle
Author: Diana Wynne Jones
BL: 5.4
Sophie is cursed by a witch. She
finds safety in an unusual place:
with an evil wizard in a moving
castle. Also a famous Studio Ghibli
film.

Title: The Lie Tree
Author: Frances Hardinge
BL: 6.4

Title: A Wizard of Earthsea
Author: Ursula K. Le Guin
BL: 6.7

Faith’s father dies in strange
circumstances. Then she finds
out he discovered something
magic: a tree that feeds on the
lies of people around it.

The first book of the Earthsea
Quartet, a classic in fantasy.
Follow the magician Ged on his
quest to confront a beast that
destroys souls.

